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Hello. Welcome to a presentation that’s scans time from cool visits to a conference where we got inspired, to a current applied technologies project. The presentation presents a little bit of history that supports the inspiration and the interests that drove many decisions in the GIS program. We will talk today about those inspirations and interests the path we found ourselves taking and the place we find we are positioned today. Note the cogs in the slide background layout, the cogs vary in size and drive different elements of the implied machine and there would be a path to follow through the cogs as the move. That sense is the path taken by the GIS program that is the core of this presentation.



My Purpose

Upskill the workforce.
Innovative solutions using emerging technologies.
Real-world technology as used in the workplace.

References and connections.
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The context of the presentation requires one understand my purpose. As a professor of a career and technology workforce program my goal is to upskill folks and prepare them to be innovative providers of solutions and answers. I hope to model the skills they need and contextualize the lessons they receive in real world scenarios with case studies and at best case with hands-on real-world projects. from their work the students gain not only the skill and a better understanding of how one scale connects to another and how a project is a series of skills toward one solution, but the student adds references portfolio content and other items that make them a better candidate in any interview pool. 



Conference participation and geeking
out on the innovations 

A bit of background

Concept for innovations in our field to be 
applied in the college GIS program

Drones

Highschool kid interest but lack of 
workforce demand for drone operators 
(at scale)
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At one of the Esri conferences some ten years ago we went to the small new startup zone and saw a booth from a company called paracosm. This company was a group of young folks who had developed a solution using a Kinect sensor pictured right of slide above. This $500 sensor could be used to scan a space and from that scan a process would result in a colorized 3D point cloud. As you can see we used this sensor and a windows tablet to scan my office and there to the right lower picture is the resulting 3D point cloud data set of my office created some 10 years ago with a $500 sensor. This solution wasn’t commercially viable but it was a concept that excited students. Similar innovations like drones interest young folks but don't provide them in the in of themselves a career path but we believe imaging technologies that could include drones lidar sonar ground penetrating radar and other such devices is a career field that does leverage high school interests and innovations. So this LED us , or inspired us, to follow a path of trying to acquire innovative technologies and add them to our program so that students could apply them. 



Conference participation and geeking
out on the innovations 

A bit of background

Concept for innovations in our field to be 
applied in the college GIS program

Drones

Highschool kid interest but lack of 
workforce demand for drone operators 
(at scale)

Concept that innovations in our field are 
narrowed to focus on emerging imaging 
technologies

Grant from NSF

Innovations acquired, applied, 
instructional content developed

Equipment experienced and grant 
objectives met, exceeded is many 
aspects
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Adding to our background, is that we pursued a National Science Foundation grant. We were awarded $224,000 to help us with our desire to acquire innovative imaging technologies , learn how to use them, develop lessons around them, and then provide all of those resources to students in real world field experiences. We successfully executed the grant which did provide all that we had sought and found this idea exceeded our expectations and was quite desirable by the local industry. End of 2022 we did wrap up the grant but we were not sure of what we would do to move forward with the focus of the grant. We knew we could sustain the developed lessons and apply them, but outside of instructing students and field testing equipment we had no grand plan. 



Parallels in field application techniques 
lead to curriculum structure fitting for 
program

Grant Experience Afforded Rethinking and Improving Program 

Industry advocates through minitern
projects and advisory contributions 

Highschool dual credit path conceived 

Advanced sequence conceived to better 
cover the workforce opportunities

TAKEAWAY: Curriculum changed, student 
experience improved, opportunities 
increased 
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If we think about the grant and reflect back on it we can focus on a few key takeaways that is going to be important to you the local industry employers of our students and the very cross section of industry that we say can benefit from and would apply these skills. So the grant showed us parallels in field application techniques like we said before that have led us to the idea of an imaging technology sequence of classes. We did create a new award an 18 hour sequence targeted to dual credit high school students earning college credit who could be employable with that 18 hour sequence and they're applied skill would result in the collection of data having applied these varied sensors. At the same time we got further industry advocacy from many research projects that were executed by interdisciplinary Mary students who for 12 weeks would study and aspect of innovative technology and make recommendations regarding the applications of said technologies. In addition to the 18 hours and these mini research projects we also identified, as a result of the grant, the need for more education and created another award an advanced technology certificate which would require a student to have completed our associate degree or an equivalent or higher degree. And that new sequence we've added artificial intelligence , higher order development environments, augmented realities, and other advanced skill sets and applications that align to the innovations revealed in the grant. The take away here is our curriculum change the student experience has improved and from it opportunities have increased. 



Web App of BHC Interior Spaces 

Concepts proven, 
executed by students, 
for Brookhaven campus.
Validated us.
Drove further ideas.
Replicable at scale.
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So, we complete the grant, we have equipment, we have experience, students work through courses applying all of these resources and their skills to develop content. In this example you see an aerial , a high resolution aerial, captured by drone and processed through etherized drone to map technology. On top of that you see translucent floors of 3D Polygon features served on the web through an app. The student created content is a 3D representation of each room on the Brookhaven campus and in the pop ups must have attribute information is revealed about that room. The importance of this is to show where we were in our program with our own trajectory and the added benefits from the National Science Foundation grant. This slide also represents areas of our interest, space information, interior navigation, interior positioning, visualization of interior space. 



Coffee time conversation in the 
president’s suite

Beyond the NSF Grant 

Colleagues talk together and discuss our 
program and the grant and skills

Meeting with deputy chief of facilities

TAKEAWAY: Discuss our solutions 
and relate that to making better 
decisions and to working smarter.
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With no plan , what we did have was the excitement of all that we had accomplished. At minimum we knew the spring 23 semester would include the application of these new technologies. Late in the fall of 22 , in our president's suite, at the coffee bar , while getting a cup of coffee we chatted with some colleagues , as was common practice . In one late December conversation the chat turned into a colleague having interest in what we were capable of doing with interior scanning . Later an unknown to us that colleague talked to folks in his chain of command through the facilities department of dallas college and from his talks a meeting of about a dozen people was planned . At that meeting the GIS program was able to discuss what we had achieved in the grant , but more to the point discuss the concepts and solutions toward interior scanning and toward updating interior space plans, floor plans, maps, and features. We were able to demonstrate our lidar , geo slam, sensor and some of the processes to engage with that data. From this demonstration many conversations continued around the idea of a service learning projects for the GIS program our students alumni and staff. 



Project contract $800k and scope of 
work

Service-Learning Opportunity Project

Scope 99 buildings and 4.8 million 
square feet of interior space on 1316 
acres in Dallas County

Must have attributes and features data 
models

TAKEAWAY: People remember a 
good conversation. Opprtunities
unfold when others know what we 
can do to help achieve the mission. 
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As it turns out this project at this point an opportunity for the GIS program, was very near the signature stage and being distributed to a vendor. The vendor was not going to do exactly what we would , procedurally, but at the end would have engaged with the Dallas college interior spaces and from that engagement have collected some data and presented it in a form useful to the facilities department. However the GIS program could do the same, meaning we could engage with the same space with different technology though , leveraging GIS slam and other technologies, collect the data they needed but in a much richer form and provide them a better facilities department member experience with the data. The scope of the project is to update the floor plans for all interior space in 99 buildings owned by Dallas college. That space is roughly calculated at 4.8 million square feet. There are a few must have data items, as we know them attributes, that are required. At this point the GIS program lead know of the opportunity and have to create a project to meet the expectations of the stakeholders while contextualizing the lessons we intend, increasing the scope of student study in alignment with our advisory committee requests and do so as we start the spring semester in a couple of weeks. 



GIS Program Actions

01

02

03

04

Innovations 
applied with 
students in 

several courses 
across multiple 

semesters 

Outcome data 
objectives, 

field processes, 
project 
lifecycle 

management

Processes: ArcGIS 
Indoors, 

Survey123, Lidar, 
Dashboards 

Identify needed 
resources: tasks, 
equipment, staff 
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So here's what we did We knew we wanted to involve the students and quite frankly the scale of the required work needed a great number of people. We knew the project required the use of innovations that we had learned as a result of the NSF grant, and we knew we didn't have enough units to perform work at scale. What we could do though was break down the project into several components of a GIS project and execute those components in different courses so we identified 3 primary courses GIS programming , GIS applications, and data acquisition and analysis and GIS, to tackle aspects of the project and together execute the project life cycle plan and the tools and resources needed to execute that plan and the project.We began , working we collect it? What would the processes be that would support the data collection and integration into a solution? This provided students the opportunity to consider the GIS project as a life cycle and from that consideration more connections were made between the parts and pieces of a project. Our next step was to identify the resources we would need in order to execute the project. What PC and or web environment would we need to host the maps apps and data? What hardware would we use both in that environment , or in the cloud, and in the field , what software would we use to collect that data to scrutinize that data to store that data and then to use the data in ways the stakeholder intends to? What are the methods to apply these hardware and software in a way that achieve the goals objectives and deliver the results intended? Who would do this work and how would we scale to execute and complete by December 31st 2023?The students identified a number of technologies that would be included in the solution, arc GIS indoors being one of them, slam applied to image indoor space would be another, survey 123 as a smart form data collection tool would be another, and dark IS dashboards would be used to reveal dynamic metrics related to the collection and processing and state of data.



Collection Processing Consumption

• Smart form for 
attributes

• Lidar for 3D point 
cloud datasets

• Native SLAM to .las
• .las to floor slice 

raster
• PNG to vector 

features (polygon 
and polyline)

• Joining of 
attributes on key 
field in ArcGIS 
Indoor information 
model 

• Updated floor plan 
features

• Configured app 
tailored to 
facilities users

• Scripts to export 
dwg datasets

• Update and 
maintenance via 
apps 
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Important in this process was the student having the experience to participate in all these aspects , much like weekly lessons are delivered in college courses, but all tied together and in sequence to help steward the life cycle of a project. 
There are three areas that emerge from the process that the students undertook. They are collection, processing, and consumption. 
As we discussed in the prior slide the collection of the must have attributes is one of our scans but also the collection of needed 3D space in order to render geospatial features that will represent rooms and all interior space is the second type of scan period to achieve those we use survey 123 smart form for the attributes and that's an interesting smart form as it embeds skip logic domains must have values and a spike unit from the Ike GPS company that renders images in which we can measure, like window syllabus a finished floor measurements ceiling to floor measurement window width measurement window height measurement etcetera. And self-explanatory to those who have seen it the slam technology used to capture many hundreds of thousands or millions of points and 3D space to represent the interior space that we need to map. 
And the second of three steps, we focus on the processing of data. Thinking linearly along the project we would first collect the 3D point cloud in negative slam format and convert that to an Las or LAZ format. That 3D point cloud would then be sliced using settings of how thick a slice we want , we're using a half meter typically, and how far above the floor the bottom of that slice should begin. That renders a PNG of all of the points in that slice. That 2D raster is vectorized in arcgis pro both as a polyline feature and a Polygon feature. The must have attributes are then joined in the final process to these features and then shared to the cloud .
The final area is consumption. The stakeholders are able to access the features with the must have data online via arc GIS online in a group using credentials. These same users will be trained in the update and maintenance of these features. This begins the facilities use of GIS and their regular operations.



Developments to date

• Project task list
• Data design
• Survey123 smart form
• Lidar protocols
• Processing protocols
• QA/QC protocols 
• ArcGIS dashboard

[Add a graphic that provides 
evidence of what you learned]
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Here's some of what we have developed to date. We began with a project task list. In this list we simply wanted to talk out loud about the project and from these discussions order a series of anticipated tasks. From this we can estimate the people and resources required, perhaps the time involved, and can test and benchmark some of our expectations and from that get an idea of the project has a scope 
We also thought about the data design and in this center of slide lower image you can see a representation of the arc GIS indoor information model executed in a particular project thus our data should be ultimately configured so that it will later easily implement as a part of an indoor implementation effort. 
On the next slide we will continue to list a few more of the bullets you see here we will show you the smart 123 form graphic as it's consumed by the field operator we will show you some of our lidar content and some of our other tools that we're using. Next slide. 
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Moving in a circle that goes clockwise from the upper left corner in the upper left you see the smart form, next to that you see a smartphone consumed application that we currently have and have been using for year or two to access Brookhaven space management , next to that you see a scan of the GIS lab at the Brookhaven campus, building AH , and the interface of the geo slam connect software, which is a visualization of collected 3D data and you can imagine from this visualization taking a slice that's a half meter tall right about the top of the door jams around this room and getting a pretty good floor plan from that but you can also imagine taking a lower slice that's 1 meter off the floor and getting a plan that includes furniture , or a third slice that's taken 2 1/2 or three meters off the floor whatever the case may be, that gets the ceiling. We will show images of this in a later slide. Back to the developments though the lower two images are two student concepts of dashboards to track the dynamic metrics of content creation and data collection all in support of this project. 



Who knew?

• I’ll be darn if it 
didn’t actually work 
out?!

• Plans and accidents 
to date have all 
added together to 
results in capacity 
and opportunity 
(Innovations that 
alter career paths).
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So this slide kind of brings us to a mild post in the road but it's one of a point of some confirmation or some recognition of how things do work out.
So my words here who knew meaning I'm really quite surprised that things work out so well the the graphics kind of support this and we'll talk to those in a minute but we just happened over a few years to do a few different odd things that seem now looking backward to have been some well orchestrated plan that was executed and developed all this cool capacity but it just really was something that just worked itself out and happened by accident. Now 
Regarding the pictures in the top center of the slide the colorful picture is that 3D point cloud of the GIS lab, far right of this slide is what you might think is a floor plan and while it may be too hard for you to see it if you were to zoom in you'd really be impressed with the representation of the wall and something that is a representation that we can easily digitize as vector features and an image from which we can see windows white boards doors cabinets amazing amounts of detail. But even more interesting and kind of a surprise is the lower center picture which is a ceiling floor slice and there you can see the round candle lights and the drop down screen at the front of the lab the two foot square ceiling tiles and those one inch bands that create that waffle pattern that hold those ceiling tiles in place the two foot by 4 foot primary lights the ceiling projector and in the ceiling mounted Wi-Fi hotspot the forced air vents and even a return vent. That was all a surprise . You can imagine a furniture plan also of this room being made. 



Anticipated Outcomes

Expected to expend $400k of the budgeted $800k thus saving the 
college $400k
Student gains:

• contextualized lessons in a project resulting in improved 
learning in a cross-course team experience,

• real world work experience,
• resume content,
• portfolio content,
• reference potential,
• funds to sustain while in school

Dallas College gains: richer data product, access and working 
applications, a renewed understanding of geospatial technologies and 
related solutions
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So we have this $800,000 scope of work that was going to take a year plus for an external vendor to do that was to deliver a certain amount of content to Dallas college. We expect to save some 400,000 of that 800,000 wow having the students execute the bulk of the work. The student gains are numerous, and exceeding my expectations is the value of having contextualized so many lessons and so many classes connecting so many students as a cohort to execute a project. Outside of that the real world experience showed me they learned more and understood more comprehended more than they would from simple lessons presented to them. The ability for us to hire them as part time employees and pay them gives them content for their resume and their portfolio they have the potential to have references created from the people they meet they're going to be paid therefore they have funds to sustain them while they are in school all of these things will help them more easily get a job later because they'll be a stronger candidate in the interview pool than anyone who's not had this opportunity. 
Dallas college gains better data they're getting more than they would have with the alternative the access of using the cloud and a working application customized to their needed and experience is much better than the content they would have otherwise gained and it raises their awareness of geospatial technology solutions and firmly seats GIS and related technologies in their sense of tools they need to be using. 



• Lidar units 

What are our next steps?

• Hire students – active task 

• Execute at scale

• Data governance and 
stewardship

2

1

3

4
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Having approved of our approach and then our proving what we could do and studying the project we knew there were next steps: 
We would need to acquire additional lidar sensors in order to have enough people scan enough space quickly at high quality in order for us to process features timely enough to meet the stakeholder needs.
We would have to hire students from the GIS program and alum , and students from related technologies, as needed, across the spring, summer, and fall to continue all of the collection and processing tasks. 
We knew we would have to execute at scale with teams that are able to deploy and work together to create the needed content from applying the technologies developed and completing the scans required. Knowing people would be hired and would deploy the students in the classes mentioned before had developed technologies, resources, solutions and approaches that will make on the job training efficient and will make even application and consistent collection an element of the project.
So that gave us a data governance and stewardship plan and we have shared with the stakeholders the need for a a formal Dallas college plan. 



• AI feature extraction from 
lidar

What are further scopes?

• ArcGIS Indoor 
Implementation 

• Smart campus operations

• Modeling student engagement 
based of the GIS Program 

2

1

3

4
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While this scope may be executed with the work we've outlined up until this point we do have further thoughts and ideas:we want to use artificial intelligence to extract features and further mine the 3D point cloud data sets that we're going to be collecting of the nearly 5 million square feet ,
We want to support a full arc GIS and or implementation including the space management indoor positioning navigation and other solutions,
We want to support the facilities and broader use of smart campus operations giving people more information and allowing more folks to use their smartphones tablets and technologies to help collect data ,
And Dallas college has shown interest to model this type of student engagement and other programs for other things that Dallas college can do to provide funding and payment to their students engaging their students and allowing those students to apply their learned skills for the benefit of their career building and the benefit of Dallas college and our community. 



Audience Engagement

Thank you for attending
J. Scott Sires
Professor, Geospatial Technology
Dallas College 
Email: ssires@dallascollege.edu
Office: 972-860-4362
Web: www.dallascollege.edu/gis
Brookhaven Campus
3939 Valley View Ln., Farmers Branch, TX, 75244
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Thank you for attending and I invite any questions you feel free to ask now or contact me at any of these pieces of contact information above my website the e-mail office telephone number or find me later in the day and throughout the event .
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